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welcome to the 3rd

and final day
of the conference



  

you may have seen me working the 
eBay/PayPal booth downstairs



  

sporting a chic apron



  

serving free espressos



  

trying to answer questions.



  

I work for eBay,



  

and because of the giant PayPal logo 
behind me,



  

found myself answering
technical PayPal questions.



  

some were harder than others,
but I tried my best.



  

I’d like to recap
my favorites:



  

“what’s PayPal?”



  

“why is PayPal here?”



  

“so, I keep getting these emails from 
PayPal asking me to renew my

credit card details…”



  

“I knew a guy who worked for a competitor of 
PayPal about 7 years ago, his name was Jorge and 

I’ve lost contact with him. Do you know who he is?”



  

“how can I get to Web 2.0?”



  

thankfully,



  

I usually get to focus on simpler 
questions,



  

such as,
“Where did Web 2.0 come from, and 

where is it going next?”



  

today I’ll be talking about:



  

people,



  

pelicans,



  

power,



  

horses,



  

France,



  

badgers,



  

and maybe the internet.



  

(actually, the badgers are just a joke)



  

this is in fact,
a badger-free
presentation



  

let’s start with pelicans instead,



  

(A) The Past



  

year 600 ad



  



  



  

every year, hundreds of thousands
of birds migrate through

North and South American



  

creating the
“Pacific Flyway”



  

Alaska to Patagonia



  



  



  



  

primary problem:



  

not very much…



  



  

and with no water,



  

no habitat



  

and no fish.



  

which is important,



  

200+ lbs./year



  

luckily,



  

Colorado River



  



  

big, fickle, 
unstoppable



  

as it empties into the 
Pacific Ocean,



  

carries sediment from the
western plains



  

this sediment builds up



  

occasionally, blocks
its exit to the sea



  

temporarily
flow north



  

into, the
“Salton Sink”



  

this has happened 
many times



  

700
1500
1840
1849
1852
1859
1891



  

but in the past,
it evaporated



  

until 1905



  

canal from Colorado River 
to Imperial Valley



  

new agricultural needs



  

burst



  

again emptied into the 
Salton Sink



  



  



  

not long after…



  



  

in 1908
it was noted



  

nesting:
comorants, white pelicans,

other species.



  

now being fed by 
agricultural run-off,



  

Salton Sea
didn’t evaporate



  

1930



  

established as a
Wildlife Refuge



  

has become a habitat
for 400+ species.



  

in a way,



  

this sudden explosion of 
waterfowl in the Salton Sea



  

not unlike the explosion of 
traffic to sites like:



  



  

Salton Sea was an 
experiment



  

showing us birds’ two
primary needs



  

and what would happen if 
their needs were met.



  

sand and cactus



  

+ water



  

=



  



  

and translated to
lingua franca,



  

this discovery could be 
summarized as:



  

OMG, BIRDZ!!



  

but how are pelicans
like people?



  

the alteration in the
birds’ migratory path



  

completely driven by their 
fundamental goals



  

knowing these goals helps us 
predict their behavior.



  

the birds have needs,



  

humans have needs



  

which we can call priorities.



  

to understand our needs,
we can look at our actions,



  

because
our actions reflect

these priorities,



  

just like the pelicans’ 
actions reflect
their priorities.



  

Tom Standage



  



  

200 years ago



  

Claude & Ignace
Chappe



  

built a network



  

transmitting



  

military & governmental 
information



  



  

their system



  

optical telegraph



  

(556 nodes)



  

(4,800 kilometers)



  

swinging arms



  



  

“telegraph”



  

“far writer”



  

fast!



  

indeed,



  

fast-er



  



  

s l o w



  

2
words

per
minute



  

the concept behind
optical telegraphy



  

laid the groundwork



  



  

Samuel Morse
... .- -- ..- . .-.. / -- --- .-. ... .



  

railway lines & 
government



  

also commercialized



  

private entrepreneurs



  

speculated



  

rapid communication



  

would be useful to 
business people



  

launched
pay-per-word

services



  

high cost
per message



  

[only] businesses



  

nonetheless:



  

expanded



  

interesting thing 
happened:



  

some people



  

free,



  

un-metered access:



  

the operators



  

young,



  

talented,



  

very bored.



  

when you don’t have to pay…



  

jokes



  

stories



  



  

friends,
court,
marry



  

we start to see a 
progression of human 

priorities:



  

(1) support your 
military



  

(11) make a dollar



  

(111) “chat”



  

we see the same pattern,



  

with telegraph’s 
successor:



  

radio



  

rich history in the
story of radio,



  

but we’ll start at:



  

1944



  

Motorola

“Handie Talkie”



  

infantry field radio



  



  

after the war,



  

business commercialized 
the technology



  

built a
cellular network



  

1984



  

Motorola
“DynaTAC”



  

“the brick”



  

pitched at the 
business market,



  

with a $4000 price tag



  

21 years later…



  

Motorola

RAZR



  

in pink,
commonly sported by

adolescent girls



  

for almost entirely
social purposes.



  

if we trace the 
priorities again,



  

1. fear money initially 
funds a technology



  

2. business money 
expands the network



  

3. the network is 
adopted for social needs



  

 in simpler terms,



  

the order of
the market’s priorities 

seem to be:



  

1. safety



  

2. prosperity



  

3. socialization.



  

this pattern matches



  

“Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs”



  

Abraham Maslow



  

his paper:
“A Theory of Human Motivation”



  

1943



  

model



  

describes the
needs, wants, desires

of individuals



  

the model itself:



  

“levels” or tiers



  

survival



  

security



  

belonging



  

esteem



  

enlightenment.



  

lower levels supersede 
upper levels



  

for example:



  

you wouldn’t mind…



  

security drop your wallet



  

survival chased by wolves



  

similarly,



  

be socialbelonging



  

security losing your job



  

the tiered system enforces an 
“order” to priorities.



  

markets as a whole,



  

follow this same 
hierarchy



  

if we look at a market



  



  

market == collection of individuals



  



  

each individuals’ 
actions



  

combine to create



  

“market pressure”



  

markets act
like the individuals

in that market.



  

this helps explain the 
past 20 years



  

and maybe
the next 20.



  

these forces acting upon
the internet,



  

is what brings us here today.



  

if we look at the



  

Internet



  

first, something everybody
can agree upon



  

Web 0.0 (ARPANET) defense



  

(protects base level of each 
individual’s needs)



  

now that we all feel like we’ll survive,



  

“ensure our future, 
make a buck”



  

commerceWeb 1.0



  

last



  

“individual needs”



  

social beingsWeb 2.0



  

at this point,



  

OMG, BIRDZ!!
BLOGZ!!
BLOGZ!!



  

now that we’ve
looked at the past,



  

let’s look at:



  

(B) The Now



  

I usually share lunch with a 
friend,



  

and he takes much delight in 
rebuking my latest imagining.



  

after laying out this pattern,
he declared:



  

“You can’t ‘predict’ what’s already happened!”



  

so if you apply this
model of needs



  

Sears



  

to cater to the needs of 
individuals



  

should sell groceries?



  

“everybody’s gotta eat”



  

thus:
Step 4. Profit!



  

[bad idea]



  

and the corollary,



  

commerceyour company

if:



  

social beingsMySpace

and:



  

= tons of moneyMySpace

and:



  

= tons of money
yourCo’s

Social Networking
site

then:



  

right?



  

another,
[bad idea]



  

Sears



  

start NEW
grocery store



  

a) saturated market already



  

b) doesn’t fit their core 
competencies



  

c) doesn’t build on their 
business efficiencies



  

d) isn’t what people expect 
from the Sears brand



  

but,



  

to acknowledge



  

half-way



  

not a bad idea.



  

remember, these priorities are 
innate to all humans,



  

so these motivations apply both 
online and offline.



  

highly successful businesses
carefully factor these needs



  

for example:



  

what thing?



  



  

all sell,



  

not related to their 
business?



  

hot dogs.



  

why?



  

commerceshop



  

survival eat



  

two at once:



  

survival eat
commerceshop



  

“profit!”



  



  

“rounding error”



  



  

considering
human needs



  

increases business



  

by decreasing 
attrition.



  

going back to 
MySpace for a second,



  

we can begin to understand 
their wild adoption



  

their target is more
focused towards the
top of the pyramid



  

if you remember,



  

esteem

enlightenment ideals

expression

belonging social beings



  

belonging

esteem

enlightenment

social beings

ideals

expression

be social

be myself

help others



  

now, for this certain
portion of the population,



  

putting food on the table
and paying the mortgage

aren’t the most important things,



  

so they have a lot of
time and energy,



  

to focus on these two needs,



  

be social

be myself



  

I heard in the expo yesterday,



  

“MySpace--- and who would have guessed 

that would take off?”



  

be social

be myself
MySpace sweet spot



  

we’re surprised that teens are 
drawn to a place where they can:



  

listen to music



  

talk loudly



  

and express themselves without 
parental supervision?



  

we had MySpace before,



  

but it was called
“Tastee Freeze”



  

or the arcade,



  

or “down by the river”



  

or the hayloft.



  

if MySpace is an example of 
what happens when your users 
don‘t worry about lower tiers,



  

let’s explore what happens 
when they do.



  

in the model,



  

as tiers increase,
expendable resources decrease



  

because total resources
are finite.



  

illustration



  



  

ten below zero



  

eleven at night



  

$65



  

hotel: $55

dinner: $5

the movie channel: $10



  

survival

security

belonging

esteem

enlightenment

$55 + $5 for lodging and food



  

survival

security

belonging

esteem

enlightenment

all our money spent right here



  

the more energy users 
waste in finding the basics,



  

such as



  

help



  

search



  

login



  

and “contact us”,



  

the less energy they have to 
actually enjoy your product.



  

ignore the precedence of levels
at your own peril!



  

an example from my own 
company,



  

eBay Blogs



  

esteem expressionbe myself



  

[not] eBay Blogs



  

chat.



  

unfulfilled



  

belonging social beingsbe social



  

new tool?



  

my needs.



  

Maslow’s hierarchy 
explains the “will”



  

but what about the “way”?



  

if we compare the
DynaTAC to

the RAZR



  

in 21 years,



  

shed 90%
of it’s weight



  

shed 90%
of it’s weight



  

increased talk time
by a factor of 10x +



  

less than
10/th the cost



  

and at least 10x the 
computing power used to 
put a man on the moon.



  

and what’s the arc in 
60 years?



  

1944



  

you could use your 
field radio to…



  



  



  

2005



  



  



  

the technologies around 
the web have experienced



  

similar cost reductions,



  

and capability 
enhancements.



  

the diversity and 
abundance of Web 2.0



  

is in direct relation to 
the cost of the tools



  

used to build that web.



  

for example:



  

leading web host



  

offers:

•  5 GB Space
• 250 GB Transfer

• 500 Email Accounts
• 10 MySQL Databases

• 50 Email Forwards
• Forums, Blogging, Photos 



  

cost?



  

$1000, 100, 0r $10?



  

$3.99



  

one grande mocha
(no whip)



  

so for the cost of
a cup of coffee,



  

innovators and 
entrepreneurs



  

can explore their 
passions.



  

I recently discovered a 
site “Joe’s Goals”



  

which is a simple 
personal-habit tracker



  

Joe specifically mentioned 
all the free software



  

that had made the site possible



  

Yahoo's Javascript Library - AJAX, animation, timers. 
and drag and drop effects

 
FamFamFam free icon library - professional quality 

icons and interaction elements
 

Tango Icon Library - more free icons and buttons
 

Spiffy Corners - solving the age old dilemma of rounded 
corners in CSS

 
MySQL - an enterprise-grade database, free!

 
Wordpress CMS - for their news blog

 
"In My Pad" theme - to make wordpress look neato



  

the rich environment of 
free software and low-

cost hosting



  

makes
developing
your dream



  

an
“approachable investment”.



  

you’re the first to hear 
this term



  

so I’ll explain it a little



  

an approachable investment is 
something which you could 

conceive doing



  

for example:
owning a

Ferrari Enzo



  

$1 million USD



  

not an
approachable investment



  

$1,000 USD



  

why not get five?



  

starting a website just got a 
whole lot more approachable.



  

in my view:



  

“Web 2.0 is what people build when 

required revenue approaches zero.”



  

and required revenue 
approaches zero



  

as initial investment 
approaches zero.



  

many of
the technologies 
available today



  

were funded by 
commercial dollars,



  

just like the Salton Sea.



  

the Salton Sea was 
created by a canal



  

which was built with 
commercial dollars



  

and what it carried was 
repurposed,



  

to build habitat for 
birds.



  

the internet was a 
similar repurposing



  

where the capability 
built by businesses



  

was adapted/adopted



  

for social purposes



  

resulting in



  

an accidental
creation of “habitat”



  

which became a 
valuable resource

of it’s own.



  

during WWII,



  

Salton Sea was a 
commercial fishery



  

threat of
German U-boats,



  

and now, 



  

Google will pay you



  

to make any site that 
generates traffic.



  

(which pays for all those cups of coffee.)



  

(C) The Next



  

What does the
future hold?



  

a few sure bets:



  

0) the web will continue to cycle,



  

between technology-based 
monopolies



  

and commodity markets



  

and eventually back to a few major 
players and many minor players.



  

this happened in the telephone 
and telegraph



  

Bell and Western Union
made lots of money in the 

telephone industry



  

which created a juicy target
for competitors



  

many competitors entered the 
market with new technology



  

but eventually formed a 
federation of losers



  

interconnected themselves,



  

and were eventually consolidated 
into a few large companies.



  

we see the same cycle happening again,



  

as both AT&T and Comcast will offer 
you “triple packs” of phone, data and 

television



  

(because someone finally figured out that 
they are all just bits of different colors)



  

we’ll see a consolidation of profile pages, 
blogs, and bookmarks from your service 

provider



  

just like the “free homepage” that 
undoubtedly comes with your ISP.



  

of course, this is all based on the 
next trend:



  

1) Maslow’s machine
will continue to make all 

constituent technologies cheaper



  

because everyone will 
continue to act in their own 

best interests



  

our natures are set in our 
genes, and resistant to change.



  

this includes 
accountants and 

program managers,



  

because they think



  

waste is a sin.



  

they will approve
dollars for projects



  

which promise 
tomorrow will

be cheaper



  

because 
better/faster/cheaper



  

will increase their
own margins.



  

their personal self-
interested actions



  

(a Maslow #2 action)



  

continuously refine 
products and 
technologies



  

which silently sneak out 
the business doors.



  

Yahoo! didn’t release their 
Design Pattern Library



  

because they love 
puppies and bunnies



  

they released it because
the easiest way to 
predict the future,

is to create it.



  

the more sites which implement 
the Design Patterns,



  

the more pre-trained users 
are available to Yahoo!



  

another unstoppable trend:



  

11) the line betweeen



  

“online” and “offline”



  

will continue to blur



  

until a time when you 
forget it exists.



  

this will happen because nobody 
cares how things work,



  

if they work



  

and your children will 
be as dependent on a 

data connection,



  

as you are to PG&E
for heat and light.



  

also, the “web”
will disappear



  

and it’s not going to be replaced 
by “mobile” or “rss” or “feeds”.



  

we will stop being fascinated that 
our phones and cars and toilets 

are ‘internet enabled’



  

just like you’d never say,



  

OMG, UR DISHWASHER 
RUNZ on 

ELECTR1CITY??!!!

 {U R S0 L337}



  

stop looking at the 
internet as Web X.Y,



  

but as a tool to
fix our inability



  

to store, process, 
retrieve and transmit 
massive amounts of 

information



  

with other humans
not near me.



  

another sure bet:



  

111) your users will 
continue to be humans



  

and human needs
aren’t changing



  

so success will go
to the companies,



  

that fulfills the
most needs,



  

with the least
amount of sin



  

sin =



  

“anything which doesn’t 
empower or delight your users”



  

because anything else, 
you’re stealing their time



  

you can only get by 
stealing for so long.



  

So what should I
build next?



  

- tools or services which 
empower and delight the 

humans you deal with



  

-services to manage
“new world” problems such as 

identity management, spam 
filtering, and personal data 

retention



  

and most importantly:



  

- unique content which 
only you can generate



  

because in a world where a 
copy costs nothing



  

uniqueness is the
new value.



  

I believe:



  

in “life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness…”



  

and together,



  

we can bring
that spirit

to everyone.



  

The End.



  

If you would like to see this 
presented live, feel free to contact 

me at rskyberg@ebay.com.



  

Rolf Skyberg
rskyberg@ebay.com

http://rolfsky.livejournal.com



  

Thank you to:
Lawrence Lessig, for the presentation style

Dick Hardt, for the inspiration
Inkscape, for a wonderful vector graphics tool
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and you, (yes you), for coming
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